After eight years and twenty-four collections, we decided it was time to go back to the beginning. Authentic was our first collection with Moda and it debuted at Spring Quilt Market way back in 2009. While we might have other favorites, Authentic will always be first in our hearts. It is also the collection we’re asked most often to reprint. We resisted for a long time because there can only be one Authentic. But the process of adding some fresh designs to a few old favorites made the collection new again. We call it Authentic, Etc. and we are so excited for the opportunity to revisit our first line - it feels like coming home!
DON'T MISS

Fun Stuff (page 52) for nested suitcases featuring Authentic Etc!

- 33 Prints
- 100% Premium Cotton
- JR's, LC's, MC's, and PP's include two each of 5676 and 5677.